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For a long time，there exist a lot of deficiencies in shareholder rights protection 
of China's corporate legislation. In order to change the situation，The Company Law of 
the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the “Company Law”) 
implemented in 2006 has strengthened China's legislation in shareholder rights relief，
among which，company judicial dissolution system，as a shareholder withdrawal 
system for rights and interests relief in deadlock has also been incorporated in the 
Company Law. It is stated in Article 183 in the Company Law of China that：“Where 
there are serious problems in corporate operation and management，ongoing existence 
of which may severely undermine shareholders interests，which is beyond other 
means of resolution，shareholders holding more than 10% of the right to vote of the 
company may file an application to People’s Court for corporate dissolution.” 
However，the Company Law of China makes a vague expression on provisions 
of the company judicial dissolution system ， hence the great confusion and 
inconveniences in judicial practice. Although the Supreme People's Court has allowed 
judicial dissolution in accordance with Article 183，the Company Law，it still lacks 
sufficiency. In addition，the company judicial dissolution system is not just an 
approach to corporate withdrawal of the shareholders in deadlock，but also carries 
great implications for rights and interests protection of shareholders，the company，
creditors and other stakeholders，and even of the social benefits when they are under 
difficult conditions. As such，the paper attempts to make a thorough analysis of the 
company judicial dissolution system from the following perspectives： 
Chapter One provides a general description of the basic theory of the company 
judicial dissolution system. The chapter first expounds meanings and classifications of 
judicial dissolution， followed by its theoretical basis. Then， it introduces the 
implications for the company judicial dissolution system.  















dissolution system in China. It mainly centers on over-singularity of provisions on 
subject on right of claim, vagueness of corporate deadlock identification，roughness of 
alternative measures in the company judicial dissolution and linkage between 
judgment and liquidation of the company judicial dissolution.  
Chapter Three introduces the status quo of overseas legislation relative to the 
company judicial dissolution system and provides some references for the company 
judicial dissolution system of China.  
In Chapter Four, it renders specific measures for improvement in the judicial 
dissolution system of China. In response to shortcomings in China's company judicial 
dissolution system，the author puts forward detailed suggestions for enhancing the 
judicial dissolution system of China. The first is to perfect the basic principles of the 
judicial dissolution system；the second is to clarify the corporate type of the company 
judicial dissolution; the third is to enlarge the scope of subject on right of claim; 
fourth is to improve judgment standards for the company judicial dissolution；the last 
is to enhance and formulate alternative relief measures and liquidation affairs upon 
dissolution of the company. 
The conclusion part aims to make a full summery of the paper and then presents 
the suggestion of improving the company judicial dissolution system of China at 
earliest possible. 
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